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1. INTRODUCTION 
To approximate functions defined on an infinite interval, a usual choice for the approximating 
functions is a set of polynomials with exponential ly decaying weight function. Rational functions 
are simpler in their construction and can have similar properties, such as approaching a finite 
l imit at oc. To use such rational functions for approximation would seem to be quite natural  in 
some circumstances, and appropriate circumstances would seem natural ly to arise. 
With  this motivation, let Qn denote the space of polynomials of degree 2n or less on ( -c~,  co), 
weighted by (1 ÷ x 2)-n. If n is increased, one obtains a nested sequence of weighted polynomials, 
with the weight depending upon n. A space with properties imilar to those of Q~ may be 
constructed on the half-line [0, oo), too. That  space we will denote R~, consisting of the set of 
all polynomials of degree at most n, weighted by (1 + x) -n.  There is some obvious similarity 
between Qn and R~ and also between certain of their respective subspaces, but there are also 
some differences in their approximation properties. Because of these differences, we discuss 
approximation using Q~ first and return to approximation using 1~ later. 
Some subspaces of Qn are interesting, too. For m _< n, let Qm,n consist of those elements 
of Qn in which the degree of the numerator is at most 2m (note that,  Qn,n is the same thing 
as Qn). Then, all functions in Qn, all functions in the spaces Qm,n for m < n approach zero as 
x --* +oc. The spaces Qm,n are  nested, too; for example, Qm,n may be natural ly embedded in 
Qm+l,n+l for all m, n, such that m _< n. 
There is an obvious way to try to obtain many of the approximation properties of the spaces 
Qm,n, since these spaces are related to spaces of tr igonometric polynomials by the natural  isom- 
etry 
x ~ tan~,  
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which furthermore induces 
1 0 
1 + x 2 -- c°s2 2'  
! - -  X 2 
1 ÷ x 2 =cos  0, 
r) x 
1 +x 2 
- -  = sin O. 
As to derivatives, we have 
and 
dx 1 
dO - 2cos:(0/2) = " (1 + x 2) 
dO = 2 cos 2 0 2 
dx 2 (1 + x2)" 
Thus, approximation properties of Qm,~ on the real line can be investigated through correspond- 
ing of trigonometric polynomials. Curiously, no such systematic investigation of the spaces Q-~,n 
seems to have been done previously, in spite of the fact that this natural isometry to trigono- 
metric polynomials is indeed well known. One of the few places that the isometry induced by 
x ~ tan(0/2) has been used for anything in approximation theory is in the book of Achieser [1]. 
He used it to prove Chebyshev's alternation theorem for trigonometric polynomials, after proving 
it first for algebraic polynomial approximation and then for rational function approximation. 
2. AN ANALOGOUS S ITUAT ION WITH 
ALGEBRAIC  POLYNOMIALS  
Many approximation properties of trigonometric polynomials are easily established. In part, 
this seems due to the fact that the trigonometric polynomials are periodic, and thus the space of 
trigonometric polynomials of degree at most n is "rotation invariant". The ease of working with 
trigonometric polynomials also depends upon the fact that the functions 1, cosn0, and sinn0 
are a naturally occurring set of orthogonal functions, which only waits to be noticed instead of 
being laboriously constructed. Thus, many important approximation properties of the algebraic 
polynomials on the interval [-1, 1] are derived via the transformation 
X ~-+ COS 8, 
from results which are easily established first for the trigonometric functions among 27c-periodic 
functions. A list of such results would include Jackson's theorems, Bernstein's inequality for 
the derivative of a trigonometric polynomial, the simultaneous approximation of derivatives of 
a periodic function by the derivatives of a trigonometric polynomial approximating the original 
function, and many others. Then, for algebraic polynomial approximation on a finite interval 
there are corresponding results. The  immediately obvious of these corresponding results for 
algebraic polynomials are usually weaker than their originals for the trigonometric polynomials. 
But, other results are not so obvious because they do not so closely resemble the results for the 
trigonometric polynomials. Those results are not obtained simply by weakening the results for 
trigonometric polynomials, but by a careful, economical, and systematic investigation. Those 
results require a deeper look before it is seen exactly how to exploit the isometry x ~-* cos 0 most 
efficiently, in order, to get to the best possible result. A good example of this evolution may be 
seen in the increasing precision and increasing simplicity of the results (and the proofs of the 
results) on Jackson's theorem and on the simultaneous approximation of derivatives by algebraic 
polynomials, starting with Timan's version of Jackson's theorem for algebraic polynomials in 
1951, continuing with the results of Trigub, Telyakovskii and Gopengauz  in the 1950s and 1960s, 
and ending with the results in Kilgore and Szabados [2]. 
At least one major reason why the naturally-corresponding results thus derived for algebraic 
polynomials are different from the original results is that, the isometry x ~-* cos 8, while taking 
functions to functions nicely, fails to take derivatives to derivatives. 
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Investigating the spaces Qm,n via x ~-~ tan(0/2), similar things happen. However, an additional 
complication exists. For m < n, Qm,n maps to the space Tin,n, consisting of the trigonometric 
polynomials of degree at most m, with weight cos 2(~-'~) (0/2). These spaces have not been studied 
very much, either. Results concerning them are also harder to prove than for the unweighted 
trigonometric polynomials, because the weight function has destroyed rotation invariance. 
3. RESULTS FOR APPROXIMATION ON ( -0% co) BY  
FUNCTIONS FROM Qn 
Here, are given some basic results for approximation by functions from the sets Qn and Qm,~. 
Most of these results will depend upon the isometry already referred to, with corresponding 
trigonometric polynomial spaces. 
3.1. In terpo la t ion  by Funct ions in Q~,n 
Before stating the results for interpolation i  Qm,n, it is necessary to provide some context. 
Lagrange interpolation is a very old procedure for approximating a continuous function on a 
closed interval by a polynomial of degree at most n. One chooses n 4- 1 distinct points in the 
interval, usually called nodes, on which the values of the function to be approximated are known, 
and passes a polynomial through the data points. To explain briefly, one may suppose that, 
the interval is [-1, 1], and that nodes to,..., tn are chosen in that interval, ordered from left to 
right. To carry out the approximation, one constructs fundamental polynomials g0,. . . ,  g~ by the 
formula 
f l  t--tj 
 k(t) = 
j=0 
j~k  
Then, the approximation is constructed by the formula 
P~f(t) = ~ f(tk)gk(t). 
k=0 
Given by this construction, Pn is easily seen to be a bounded linear operator, indeed a linear 
projection, also satisfying P~f(tk) = f(tk) for every k -- 0 , . . . ,  n. It is also easy to see that the 
norm of Pn is equal to 
The function between the norm symbols, which is a piecewise polynomial, is called the Lebesgue 
function associated with the interpolation and is often denoted by An. The Lebesgue function 
has a unique local maximum between each pair of consecutive nodes, the value at each node 
being 1. In addition, there is an endpoint maximum at -1 ,  if -1  < to and at 1 if tn < 1. To 
improve the general quality of the approximation (as opposed to the quality for a given, specific 
function about which everything is known), it is necessary to minimize ]IP,,[I = 1]A,~][, which 
in turn clearly depends upon finding the most strategic placement of the nodes. Bernstein [3] 
conjectured that, the norm is minimized when the values of the local maxima of the Lebesgue 
function (including, in his interpretation, two endpoint maxima) are all equal to one another. 
An obvious simplification of Bernstein's conjecture, which in fact improves it, starts from the 
assumption that the two endpoint maxima are absent because one has chosen to = -1  and 
t~ -- 1. Then, the conjecture may be restated in the form that ]IP~[[ is minimized when the 
values at the n interior local maxima of A~ are all equal to one another. This condition is 
referred to as Bernstein's equioscillation condition. 
In [4], it was shown that, the Bernstein equioscillation condition is necessary, in order to 
minimize the norm of the classical Lagrange interpolation operator. In [5] it was further shown 
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that, the nodes which guarantee the equioscillation are unique, from which the Bernstein condition 
is also sufficient o guarantee that the nodes of interpolation are so chosen as to minimize the 
norm. 
Also basing their work on [4], de Boor and Pinkus [6] gave another proof of the sufficiency of 
Bernstein's condition and showed the uniqueness of the best set of nodes, in the process howing, 
too, that a related conjecture of Erd6s [7] was valid. The conjecture of Erd6s was that, if one 
(or more) of the local maximum values of the Lebesgue function is (are) too large, then at least 
one other is too small, the optimal value always being thus bracketed. Applying the techniques 
of [4] in another context, de Boor and Pinkus also showed that, the Bernstein-Erd6s conditions 
characterize optimal norm interpolation by trigonometric polynomials. In this situation, the 
equioscillation of the Lebesgue function is clearly given by any set of 2n + 1 nodes evenly spaced 
on the periodic interval, any such set being as good as any other due to the rotation invariance. 
This result has served theoretically to justify the widespread and longstanding faith in such sets 
of evenly spaced nodes, which previously had no theoretical justification at all, only practical. 
Summarizing the results of Kilgore and of de Boor and Pinkus, there is a complete characteriza- 
tion for the choice of best nodes, both for algebraic polynomial interpolation and for trigonometric 
polynomial interpolation. However, for trigonometric nterpolation the choice of the best nodes 
is obvious, once the theoretical justification has been provided, and this choice is also the one 
which everyone has always used. In contrast, for algebraic polynomial interpolation on [-1,1] 
the best nodes are now known to be characterized by the equioscillation conditions of Bernstein 
and Erd6s, which does not tell us where they are but only gives a condition which they must 
meet. The only obvious expression of this condition is a particularly nasty set of simultaneous 
polynomial equations in several variables, already too intractable for human patience when n = 4. 
Nevertheless, the condition of Erd6s does give an excellent criterion to choose whether a set of 
nodes is good in spite of not being best possible. For example, if the nodes of interpolation on 
[-1, 1] by polynomials of degree at most n are chosen at the zeroes of the Chebyshev polynomial 
of degree n+ 1, then the difference between the greatest and the least of the local maximum values 
of the Lebesgue function is never zero, but does remain uniformly bounded for all n by a small 
number. Rivlin [8] gives some details about this and also uses it along with the Bernstein-Erdgs 
conditions to give a simple and elegant new proof of the theorem of Faber [9], which states that, 
for any sequence of interpolation operators {P,} it is inevitable that IIP~tl --+ e~. 
From the preceding discussion, it is obvious that best interpolation i to Q ,  is based upon any 
set of nodes obtained by mapping any set of evenly-spaced nodes (mod 2~r) lying in (-~r, ~r) onto 
(-0% oc), via X +-* tan(0/2). 
That, the Bernstein-Erd6s conditions also characterize best interpolation i  the spaces Tm,~ 
and Qm,~ is not so obvious, but it is also true (see [10]). However, in a situation reminiscent of 
that for algebraic polynomials the best possible nodes are not so easy to find in the general case, 
while nodes which are merely good enough for practical use would seem easy enough to obtain. 
Giving now some details about the results in [10], we note that, the problem of minimizing 
the norm of interpolation i to T,~ m and Q,~,~ is solved if it is solved for either space, due to 
the isometry between the two. Both spaces are of dimension 2m + 1, and so interpolation i to 
either space requires 2m + 1 distinct, consecutively ordered nodes. For Q,~,n, for example, one 
needs nodes x0,.. .  ,x2,~+l, ordered from left to right in (-0% oc). Then, for each node xk the 
corresponding "fundamental function" gk can be constructed, in a manner similar to that, for 
algebraic polynomials, which satisfies 
1, i f j  = k, 
£k(tj)-- O, i f j¢k .  
The interpolation of a function is given by 
2rr~+ 1
L,~,n(I) = ~ /(tk)ek(z), 
k=0 
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and it is seen easily that 
IILm,nll - -  I&(x  , 
k=0 
in which the function inside the norm is called (again) the Lebesgue function of the interpolation 
and denoted by Am,n(x). The function Am,n is dearly seen to have a local maximum between 
each pair of nodes. Depending on the positioning of the nodes, it may (or may not) have maxima 
inside either or both of the intervals (-c~, x0) and (X2m+l  , C<3). 
It is shown in [10] that 
• IILm,~[I is minimized under the condition that Am,n(x) has 2m ÷ 2 local maxima (one 
between each consecutive pair of nodes, and one on (-c~, x0) and one on (x2m+l, co)), 
even though when m < n some positionings of the nodes will give rise to fewer local 
maxima for Am,~ (x). 
• The value of the least norm of interpolation in Qm,n lies strictly above the value of the 
least norm of Lagrange interpolation i  to the space of algebraic polynomials of degree at 
most 2m. 
• If n - m = r is constant, then the least norm of interpolation strictly increases with m 
(or, what is the same thing, with n). 
The obvious analogues of these results hold, too, for interpolation i to the weighted space Tm,n. 
3.2. Analogues in Qn or in Qm,~ of Impor tant  Resul ts  Concern ing  Tr igonometr ic  
Po lynomia l  Approx imat ion  
The following results, which have appeared in [11,121, are part of a systematic approach to 
determine the analogues in the spaces Qm,~ of the standard results of the theory of approximation 
with trigonometric polynomials. 
3.2.1. Jackson 's  theorem for di f ferentiable funct ions 
One of the fundamental results in approximation theory is Jackson's theorem, which in its 
most basic form states that, for any differentiable 27r-periodic function f
7r 
En(f)  --< ~nn [If']l, 
or, in more refined form, with E~(f) denoting the least possible error in approximating f by 
trigonometric polynomials of degree less than n, 
71" . 
E,:(f) <_ ~E:~ (f'). 
Using the mapping x ~ tan(tg/2), Jackson's theorem translates traightaway into 
E,~(:) < iF_, - 4n ° ((1 + : )  : '(x)) 
which is valid for any function f which is continuous and differentiable on (-c~, c~) with finite 
limit as Ixl --~ c~. 
3.2.2. Def init ion of a modu lus  of cont inuity;  The  general  fo rm of Jackson 's  theorem 
Dropping the assumption that f is differentiable gives a more general form of Jackson's theorem 
for 27r-periodic functions, namely 
E~( / )  < ~ , , 
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where 
w(f, 5) = sup If(O + t) - 1(o)1. 
Itl<5 
To see what happens to this theorem of Jackson when one moves from T n to Qn, one must see 
what the mapping x ~ tan(0/2) does to w. Supposing that f is defined on ( -oc ,  oc) with finite 
limit as ]z I --* 0% we may define g(O) = f(tan(O/2)) = f(x), and then define f lU,  ~) = ~(g, ~), 
giving for 0 < 6 < 1r the relationship 
f~(f, 5) = sup 
M <tan(0/2) 
Then, Jackson's theorem translates over into 
: 
Ivl<t==(~/2,~) 
3.2.3. Bernste in ' s  inequa l i ty  
\1  -xy ]  
Bernstein's inequality states that I1T~N <_ n[ITn[l for every trigonometric polynomial T~ of 
degree at most n. Based upon it, it is shown in [11] (using r = n - m) that 
THEOREM 1. Let Qm be a rational function of the form 
P(x) 
Qm(x)  - (1 + x2),~' 
where P is a polynomial of degree at most 2m. Then, for any integer >> -1 
IQ'~(x)(1 + z2)-~l _< (2r + 3)(m + r + 1) lQm(z) (1  + x2)-~-lll, 
There is, of course, a paralleI theorem for the weighted space T,~,n. 
3.2.4. S imul taneous  approx imat ion  of  der ivat ives  
by  der ivat ives  of  approx imat ing  funct ions  
One of the more striking properties of trigonometric polynomial approximation is the result of 
[13] that, if a polynomial T~ approximates a differentiable function f: so that I I f - r~] l  <_ CE~(I) 
for some C > 1, then there is a constant c~, such that IIf' - r~'l <_ ~cE~(f'). The analogue of 
this result in algebraic polynomial approximation [2] is almost equally striking and far reaching. 
For the rational functions under discussion here, we introduce the notation Em,~(f) to denote 
the least possible error when approximating a function f by an element of Qm,,~. The case that 
m = n, we recall that Qm,~ = Q~ retain the double subscript notation, writing then E~,n(f) to 
distinguish from the notation E~(f) commonly used to denote least possible error in algebraic 
polynomial approximation on a closed and bounded interval. 
Using the notation just introduced, the following result, shown in [10], gives a statement about 
simultaneous approximation of derivatives. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a C 1 function defined on R, such that (xf(x))/(1 + x 2) has a finite limit 
as txl ~ oc. Let Q~ c Q~,n be a rational function with limit zero as Ixl --* oo. Then, if 
s(~)  - (1 + x)~Q~(~) ( f (~)  
7~-~ < CE~ , - , \1+~2]  
for some C >_ 1, it follows that, there are constants Ko and K1 independent of f  and of n, such 
that 
I f (x ) -  (1 ~_~ ~-{+x)2Q'~(x) _<C~-E,~,~+~(f') 
and 
I[f'(x) - ((1 + x2)Q,~(x))'tl < K1CEn,n+l(f'). 
This result is a beginning and is clearly open to further generalization, both to higher derivatives 
and also to other norms than the supremum norm. 
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3.2.5. A " ra t ionar  ~ approach  to approx imat ion  wi th  exponent ia l  weights 
The reader has presumably noticed that only a small set of functions can be decently approx- 
imated with the functions in Q~. The function to be approximated must as a bare minimum 
be bounded on R and have a finite limit as Ix I ~ oe. This situation contrasts very much with 
what happens, for example, with polynomial approximation i spaces with exponentially de- 
caying weights. If w(x) = e -Q(*), where Q(x) > 0 and satisfies certain other basic properties, 
then w(x)p(x) -~ 0 as Ix I ~ ec for any polynomial p. It is then, possible to address meaning- 
fully the approximation of any function f E C~(-cc,  ec), that is, such that f is continuous and 
Among such weights, the Freud weights have received much attention in recent years. The 
precise definition of Freud weights, the notation associated there with, and the basic results 
about approximation of a function have been well described in [14], among others. 
But, in fact the same functions can be approximated with rational functions. A weight function 
can be introduced at the same time, for the purpose of preconditioning, and then the actual 
approximation can be carried out with the rational functions. 
Let us assume that f is defined and continuous on (-0% ce) and that e-Q(~)f(x) has limit zero 
as Ix] ~ cx~. Then, instead of approximating f directly, it is possible to approximate e-Q(~)f(x) 
instead, with an element of Q~. This approach is not limited to a particular class of exponentially 
decaying weight functions. Rather, any weight function which seems appropriate to the occasion 
could be used. 
According to the Jackson theorems already described, we get 
( ) zr (1+ x2) e_Q(~) E,, e-Q(x)f(x) <_ ~n (-Q'(x)f(x)  +if(x))  , 
if Q and f are differentiable, and, more generally, 
If the weight e -Q(~) is a Freud weight, then these results resemble the Jackson theorems for 
polynomial approximation with Freud weights, but there are differences. We get on the right 
side of these inequalities an n in the denominator instead of having q~/n, where q~ is the n TM 
"Freud number" (eft [14]). The rate of convergence for approximation i Q,, is therefore better, 
as n increases. However, the right side of our inequalities is much more sensitive to oscillatory 
behavior of f as Ixl -~ oe. In choosing a method to approximate a particular function, these 
opposing considerations obviously come into play. 
4. APPROXIMATION ON THE HALF-L INE  [0, c~) 
All of the results presented here for the spaces Qm,n have further analogues on the half-line, 
via the mapping t ~-~ x 2, which induces a correspondence b tween the even functions of x on 
( -co,  ec) on the one side and functions of t defined on [0, ee) on the other. This mapping is also 
an isometry. Under the mapping, the rational functions in t with numerator of degree at most m 
and denominator (1 + t) n on the one side correspond to the even part of the space Qm,n on the 
other. We will denote the space of rational functions with denominator (1 ÷ t) ~ and numerator 
of degree at most m by R . . . .  
Again, there is the problem that the nice isometry between functions induced by the corre- 
spondence does not so nicely carry over to derivatives. 
4.1. Minimal Norm Interpolation of Functions on [0, (x~) in Rm,n 
Interpolation with functions from R,~,n can clearly be carried out on any set of distinct nodes 
to, . . . ,  tm lying in [0, c~), which will be considered as ordered from left to right. Details of the 
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construction of the fundamental functions for interpolation will be omitted here. The Lebesgue 
function is taken, as usual, to be the sum of the absolute values of the fundamental functions, 
and its norm is equal to the norm of the operator of interpolation. On [0+ oo), the Lebesgue 
function has an endpoint maximum at 0, unless the leftmost node to is equal to zero, and there 
may or may not be a local maximum occurring to the right of the rightmost node, depending 
on where the nodes are placed. There is a unique local maximum occurring between each pair 
of consecutive nodes, so that excluding the possible endpoint maximum, there are either m or 
m + 1 local maxima of the Lebesgue function. 
The problem of minimal norm interpolation in R,~,,~ has been settled long ago, in [15]. That 
article gave results concerning minimal norm interpolation with any space of rational functions 
having fixed poles on the real line outside of the interval of approximation, a collection of spaces 
which includes the spaces Rm,~ as a particular case. It was shown there that interpolation 
of minimal norm is characterized by the Bernstein equioscillation conditions, and the Erd6s 
conditions also hold. As a consequence of these more general results, the following statements 
hold about interpolation in all of the spaces R~,~. 
• There is a unique set of nodes with to = 0 for which the norm of the interpolation is 
minimal, and the norm of the interpolation cannot be decreased by choosing to > 0. 
® The set of nodes of interpolation which gives least norm interpolation i to lCt,~,~ is unique, 
provided that the leftmost node is at 0. Otherwise, there is an endpoint maximum of the 
Lebesgue function at 0, and the leffmost node must be sufficiently close to 0 that, the 
maximum value at 0 is not larger than, the (equal) values at the other local maxima. 
• For the interpolation with least norm, a local maximum must occur in the interval (t~, co). 
If to is set equal to 0, then there are m + 1 local maxima of the Lebesgue function, at 
which the values are equal to one another. 
+ The least possible norm of the interpolation i to Rm,~ grows strictly monotonically as m 
or n grows, provided that r = n - m is held constant. 
• The least norm of interpolation i to Rm,~ is bounded below by the norm of interpolation 
into the space of polynomials of degree at most m. 
4.2. Basic Results  on Approx imat ion in Rn 
Here are described the form taken in R~ by the standard results of approximation. The results 
show some similarity to those presented already for Q,~, but again the transformation i duced 
by t +-+ x 2 between Rn and the even part of Qn shows its effects in the results. These results 
have also appeared quite recently, in [t1,12]. 
4.2.1. Jackson 's  theorem for approx imat ion  in R,%~ 
The notation/~,%n will denote the least possible error in approximation of a function f by a 
function in R . . . .  For this to make sense, the function f should be continuous on [0, co) and 
both f ( t )  and f(t)(1 + t) ~ should have a finite limit at co. To describe what happens when one 
approximates derivatives of such functions f ,  then one Mso needs to introduce weighted rational 
approximation. We will use the notation F'm,n,a(f) to describe the quantity 
inf I It-~(f(t) - Rm,,+(t))ll. 
R,,+,n ER,~,7~ 
Jackson's theorem now becomes. 
THEOREM 3. Let f be a function which is bounded on [0, oo) and has a ~nite limit as t --+ co. 
Then, E~,n(f)  < (Tr/2n)En-l,n,1/2((1 "Jc t)f '(t)).  
4.2.2. Simultaneous approximat ion of derivatives in Rm,~ 
The result for simultaneous approximation related to Theorem 2 is as follows. 
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THEOREM 4. Let f be a C 1 function defined on [0, oo), such that f(O) = 0 and, such that 
f ( t ) / (1  + t) has a finite limit as t -* oo. Let R .  E R . ,~ be a rational function with Rn(O) = 0 
and with limit zero as t ~ oo. Then, ff 
/(t) _< Cgn,o { I t-i/2 ((1 Wt) \V (1 -t- t)) ' 
for some C >_ 1, it folIows that there are constants [(o and K1 independent of f and of n, such 
that 
f(t) 4?  
Rn(t) < C~En- l ,n+l  (f ')  v (i + t) - ' 
and 
I[f'(t) - R:(t)[[ <_/(1CE,~-1,~+1 ( f ' ) .  
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